Abstract. Properties of single beauty baryons (Σ b , Λ b ) are studied based on the quark-diquark structure. The confinement potential is assumed as two body colour coulomb plus power potential with exponent ν. We find a strong correlation between the choice of the heavy quark mass parameter (m b ), strong coupling constant (α s ) and the potential exponent 
Introduction
Study of the heavy flavour hadrons has become a subject of renewed interest due to recent observations reported by the experimental groups at Belle, BABAR, DELPHI, CLEO, CDF etc; [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Most of the new states are observed within the heavy flavour sector with one or more heavy flavour quark composition. Many phenomenological models have also predicted the heavy flavour baryon masses. Capstick and Isgur studied the heavy baryon system in a relativized quark potential model [6] . Roncaglia et al. predicted the masses of baryons containing one or two heavy quarks using the Feynman-Hellmann theorem and semiempirical mass formula [7] . Mathur et al. predicted the masses of charmed and bottom baryons from lattice QCD [8] . Ebert et al. calculated the masses of heavy baryons in the lightdiquark approximation [9] . Using the relativistic Faddeev approach, Gerasyuta and Ivanov calculated the masses of the S-wave charmed baryons [10] . Later Gerasyuta and Matskevich studied the charmed baryon multiplets using the same approach [11] . It is expected that more states of heavy flavour baryons will be detected in coming years. Though there are consensus among the theoretical predictions on the ground state masses [12, 13] , there seemed to have little agreement among the model predictions of the properties like the mass difference among the different spin-parity of baryonic states, the form factors [12] , magnetic moments [14] etc;. Stimulated by recent experimental progress, the study of the heavy flavour spectroscopy is becoming extremely rich and interesting. Due to the rich mass spectrum and the relatively narrow widths, the heavy baryon system provides an excellent ground for testing the ideas and predictions of heavy quark symmetry and light flavour symmetry. The pseudoscalar mesons involved in the strong decays of charmed baryons are soft. By studying the strong decay modes, one expects to extract information about their structures and the low energy dynamics of heavy baryons vis a vis interaction with pion and other pseudoscalar mesons. Semileptonic decay of hadrons are of interest for two basic reasons; they are the primary source of information for the extraction of the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements of the Standard Model from experiment, and the study of the semileptonic decays of baryons provides information about the nature of the interquark interactions [15] while it undergoes transformations and it supplements similar informations gathered from the heavy flavour meson decays. These processes also act as good probes for the factorization hypothesis which has been extensively explored for dealing with hadronic transitions [16, 17] . Simultaneously in recent times, many semileptonic and nonleptonic decays of Λ b are experimentally recorded [18, 19] . Moreover the LHCb is expected to accumulate a large data sample of b hadrons with enhanced luminosity factor that offers unique opportunities for studying many new hadronic states and their decay properties. The first bottom baryon Λ b (udb), within mass around 5640 MeV, was reported by UA1 Collaboration at CERN in late 1990s [20] . Later the Λ b was confirmed by other experimental groups such as DELPHI Collaboration [21] , ALEPH Collaboration [22] , and CDF Collaboration [23] within the mass range 5614 to 5668 MeV. Recently, the mass of Λ b was further measured to be 5619.7 MeV by the CDF Collaboration at Fermilab [24] . Very recently five new bottom baryons, Σ ( * ) b and Ξ − b were reported by the CDF Collaboration at Fermilab [25, 26] in proton-antiproton collisions at √ s=1.96 TeV.
The present paper is thus aimed to study both the static and dynamic properties of Σ b , Λ b baryons in the quark-diquark model for baryons by considering light quarks for the construction of diquark states.
Theoretical framework
Following Gell-Mann's suggestion of the possibility of quark-diquark stucture for baryons [27] , various authors have introduced effective degrees of freedom of diquarks in order to describe baryons as composed of a constituent diquark and quark [28, 29, 30, 31] . The presence of a coherent diquark structure within baryons helps us to treat the problem of three-body to that of two two-body interactions. In the present study of heavy flavour baryons containing one beauty qaurk, it is appropriate to consider the two light quarks as the diquark states.
In the quark-diquark model, the Hamiltonian of the baryon is expressed in terms of a diquark Hamiltonian (H jk ) plus qurk-diquark Hamiltonian (H i,jk ) as [32] 
Here, the internal motion of the diquark(jk) is described by
and the Hamiltonian of the relative motion of the diquark(d)-quark(i) system is described by
where, p is the relative momentum of the quarks within the diquark and q is the relative momentum of the quark-diquark system. The reduced mass of the two body systems appeared in Eq.2 and Eq.3 respectively are defined as
For the present study, we have assumed color coloumb plus power potential for the interquark potential of Eq.2 as well as for the the quark-diquark interaction of Eq.3. Accordingly, the diquark potential is written as,
and the quark-diquark potential as 
where, r id is the quark-diquark separation distance, ν is the exponent corresponding to the confining part of the potential and b is the strength of the potential, which is assumed to be same for the di-quark interaction as well as between the quark-diquark interaction. The Schrodinger equation corresponds to the Hamiltonian given in Eq.1. is numerically solved using the Runge-Kutta method in a mathematica note book. The degeneracy of the states are removed by introducing the spin dependent interaction potential given by [33] 
among the diquark states, and Table 1 . With these sets of input values, the predicted ground state mass of the Λ b baryons for the different choices of ν are listed in Table 1 . The two parameter sets (A and B) deduced from the spectroscopy are now be employed to compute the magnetic moments, radiative decay, strong decay and semileptonic decay widths of Σ b and Λ b baryons with no additional parameters.
Magnetic Moments of the Σ b and Λ b Baryons
The magnetic moment of a baryon is computed in terms of its constituent quarks as [14] 
where, |φ sf represents the spin-flavour wave function of the quark composition constituting the baryonic state [14] , µ i is expressed as
in terms of the charge, e i and the mass of the bound quarks, m i , while σ i represents the spin of the respective constituent quark corresponding to the spin flavour wavefunction of the baryonic state. Apart from the model mass parameter(m i ) of the quarks, it would Parameters Σ such that the baryon mass is given by
The magnetic moments are now computed using the model constituent quark mass (cqm) and also by considering effective mass of the bound quarks (ecqm). Present results of the magnetic moments in terms of the nuclear magnetons (µ N ) of J = Table 2 and 3 respectively.
Radiative decay of beauty Baryons
The electromagnetic radiative decay of beauty baryons have been computed by various approaches such as in the leading order of Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) [37] , heavy quark and chiral symmetries [38] , light cone QCD sum rules [39] etc;. However, there exist wide disparities among these predicted values. So it is important to predict the radiative decay width along with other properties of the beauty baryons within a single scheme. In terms of the radiative transition magnetic moment, the electromagnetic radiative decay width can be computed as [40] 
here, m p is the proton mass, µ B→B ′ γ is the radiative transition magnetic moments (in nuclear magnetons), which are expressed in terms of the magnetic moments of the [40] and k is the photon energy. The radiative transition magnetic moment corresponds to B → B ′ γ can be computed in terms of the spin-flavour wave functions of B' and B states as (14) here, µ i is as given by Eq.(10). However, the effective mass of the bound quarks of the B ′ −B system is defined in terms of the respective mass of the bound quarks constituting the B ′ and B states as 
Using the spin flavour wave function of the B ′ and B states, transition magnetic moment is computed the model quark mass parameters (cqm) as well as by considering the quark confinment effect through the effective mass of the bound quarks (ecqm).
The predicted transition magnetic moments and radiative decay widths corrosponds, (Σ * 0 Table 4 and 5 along with other model predictions. 
Hadronic strong decay width of beauty Baryons
By studying the strong decay modes, one expects to extract information about their structures and the low energy dynamics of heavy baryons vis a vis interaction with pion and other pseudoscalar mesons. Many theoretical models have studied the strong decay of heavy baryons in different formalism. Xin-Hen Guo et. al, has predicted the strong decay width in the Bethe-Salpeter formalism [41] . Hai-Yang Cheng et.al, has studied the strong decays of heavy baryons in heavy hadron chiral perturbation theory(HHChPT). The decay processes Σ * b → Λ b π and Σ b → Λ b π have been studied by combining the chiral dynamics and the MIT bag model [42] .
The decay width is computed as [44] Γ
Where, g A and g * A are the axial vector coupling constants for the transitions Σ b → Λ b π and Σ * b → Λ b π respectively and is taken as g A = − 
π , the decay widths are obtained. The computed decay widths are listed in Table 6 along with other model predictions.
Semileptonic decay of
Among all the processes, the semileptonic decay of hadrons plays an important role for probing the success and predictability of the model that describes the hadron state. This decay process is relatively simple and less dependent on the non-perturbative QCD effects as the leptons do not participate in strong interaction. And there is no contamination from the crossed gluon-exchanges between quarks residing in different hadrons which are produced in the weak transitions. Thus one might gain more modelindependent information, such as extraction of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements from semileptonic decay rates. In the semi-leptonic decays of heavy hadrons, it is expected to factorize the perturbative and non-perturbative parts more naturally. Recently, semileptonic decay of Λ b has been reported in the light-front quark model and diquark picture [45] . The inclusive semileptonic decay width of the beauty baryon Λ b → Λ c lν l is given by [46, 47] 
Where, x = (m c /m b ) 2 and Γ 0 is the lowest order free quark decay and is expressed as [46] 
the function g(x) is written as [46, 47] g
Where,
Here, Li 2 (x) =
As the decay width here depends on the mass (effective mass) of the heavy quarks within the intial (Λ b ) and final (Λ c ) baryons through the parameter, x, we compute the inclusive decay width with and without considering the bound state effect on the quark mass parameters. The semileptonic decay widths thus computed here are listed in Table  7 and are compared with other model predictions.
Results and Discussions
The decay properties of single-beauty baryon have been studied based on the spectroscopic parameters of the baryon ground state. For the spectroscopic parameters of the baryon, we have employed a nonrelativistic quark-diquark model with coulomb plus power law interquark potential. The model parameters are obtained to get the ground state spin average masses of the octet-decuplet (bqq) systems. The mass spiltting has been studied for different choices of the quark mass parameter, m b for each case of the Table 1 along with the predicted mass of Λ b . Using these deduced spectroscopic mass parameters (Set A and Set B), we have computed the magnetic moments and decay properties of the octet and decuplet beauty baryons. The calculations of magnetic moments, the radiative transition widths and the semileptonic decay widths do depend explicitly on the quark mass parameter. Thus as an effective degrees of freedom for the confined quarks within the baryonic state, one must consider the confinement effect on the mass parameter of the quarks. We have computed these properties with constituent quark mass(cqm)parameter as well as by considering an effective mass of bound quarks inside the baryons(ecqm). In general, our results on the magnetic moments with ecqm are in good agreement with other model predictions [52] . Our results show lesser variations with change in the potential exponent,ν. Using the two sets of spectroscopic parameters (set A and B) and for the different choices of the potential exponenet, ν, the transition magnetic moment and the decay width corrospond to (Σ * 0
transitions are computed and the results are listed in Table 4 and 5 respectively. Our results for the transition, Σ * 0 b → Λ b γ lie in the range of 78-109 keV in the case of set A, while set B, the predictions lie in the range of 88-124 keV. How ever, it is found that the result obtained with set B and with ecqm at ν = 1.0, is in agreement with the QCD sum rule prediction [39] . In the case of Σ The strong decay widths computed with the same set of spectroscopic parameters are listed in Table 6 . The present results (6.19-9.22 Though there are indications on the importance of the confinement effect on the quark mass parameters in the successful predictions of the various properties (magnetic moments, electromagnetic decay width, semileptonic decay width) of the ocetet -decuplet single beauty baryon, there is lack of sufficient experimental data corresponding to some of these properties studied here. However, our results of the semileptonic decay of Λ b → Λ c lν l without considering the effective mass of the confined quarks are well within the experimental error bar. We look forward to more experimental data related to the beauty baryons coming from the ongoing as well as the upcoming facilities.
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